The British Golf Greenkeeper

Ransomes Gang Mowers

For a cut above the average

and this is why-

★ Cutting Cylinders can be removed without dismantling unit.
★ Hardened machine-cut gears.
★ Spring-loaded drawbars.
★ Specially-hardened cylinders and bottom blades.
★ Simple adjustments.
★ Close-coupling for easy transport.

SPORTCUTTER
For a fine finish.

MAGNA
For longer, tougher grass.

MOUNTED TRIPLE
For special manoeuvrability.

Illustrated is Ransomes Mounted Triple gang mower which can be instantly raised or lowered by finger-tip control from the tractor seat.

For further information contact your Ransomes Area Distributor or write to this address:

RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES LTD., ORWELL WORKS, IPSWICH.